Revolutionise your
outdoor dining space
The ultimate design feature

Our geodesic domes offer an inspiring and
unique space for your outdoor premises.
They provide modern and long-lasting
solutions to host bubble groups safely.
From gourmet meals to afternoon tea, our
glasshouses create an instant ‘wow’ factor, allowing
you to offer unrivalled dining experiences in all
weathers, while keeping parties separate, in line
with social distancing measures.
“The domes are a fantastic asset to our business,
and the return on investment has been substantial.”
Tom Howe, Operations Manager, Jimmy’s Lodge

Call us today for a quote
+44 (0)23 8066 7890
sales@solardome.co.uk
solardome.co.uk /outdoors

Designed to inspire your guests
Solardome® POD | 3.6m diameter

Key features

The POD provides a versatile pop-up dome for your
outdoor space. With a capacity of up to 10 people, this
glasshouse offers a practical and cost-effective solution. Its
compact, simple design makes for easy assembly and can
be a temporary or permanent structure.

• Cater for safe bubble groups in an eye-catching dome

Solardome® Haven | 4.6m diameter
Our impressive Haven model provides a modern
alternative to a traditional restaurant conservatory or
function room. Holding up to 15 people, this dome is
perfect for any alfresco dining experience.

Glass domes
For bringing the natural world inside
Solardome® glasshouses enable 360-degree views of the
surroundings in a light and airy, yet robust structure. Made
with a corrosion resistant aluminium frame, toughened glass
panels, opening windows and a secure lockable door, our
quality domes are designed to last for decades. With a
range of larger domes available, we can also create dome
experiences for parties, weddings, or large corporate events.

• Provide an unrivalled and exclusive dining experience
to make your business stand out
• Make your business more flexible in the event of
similar outbreaks
• Benefit from an attractive, yet practical design
• Combine modern architecture with 360-degree views
of the natural world
• Add a cost-effective, multi-purpose resource
to your premises
• Enjoy low lifetime costs with minimal ongoing
maintenance
• Designed for easy shipping worldwide and
self-assembly
• Maximise use all year round, including the
festive period
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